
1   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.     Pre A1 Unit 9.1 & 9.2

Part1 

At Home:

Mum: Brian? Come here. I’ve got you a _________. 

  It’s really nice and warm. 

Brian: Thanks, Mum, but I’ve already got a jacket. 

Mum: Your jacket is too thin, Brian. It’s not for cold weather. 

Brian: But I like it, Mum. It’s got my favourite band’s logo on it. 

  It also matches my black _________.

Mum: I know you like it. But it’s cold right now. 

  You need to wear warm _________. Here, try it on.

Brian: No, Mum. I don’t like it. I don’t like the style and the colour.  

  I’m fine with my old _________. 

Mum: Okay, okay. But bring this coat with you too, alright? 

  You can keep it in your schoolbag. 

Brian: Okay.  
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Part 2

In front of their classroom

Yuki:  Hi, Brian. Look! I’ve got a new coat!

Brian: Wow. It’s pretty. 

Yuki:  Thank you.  It’s cold and _________ today, huh? 

  Aren’t you cold, Brian? You’re wearing a jacket. 

Brian: I’m not _________. OK. I’m cold, but just a little bit. 

Yuki:  Your jacket is too thin. Have you got any warm clothes? 

  A coat? A scarf?

Brian: Yes, I’ve got a coat here, in my schoolbag. 

Yuki:  It looks really _________. 

Brian: Really? I don’t like it much, and I think it’s too big. 

Yuki:  Well, put them on and let me see. 

Brian: How is it? Is it too _________ for me?

Yuki:  No, it isn’t. It is perfect…Oh! And now it’s raining. 

  Have you got an umbrella?    



1.  จากบทสนทนา สถานการณ์ดงักลา่วเกดิ

     ขึน้ในฤดใูด

     a. summer 

     b. winter

     c. spring 

2.  ขอ้ใดไมจ่รงิเกีย่วกบัเสือ้โคท้ตวัใหม่

     a. It’s not thin.  

     b. It’s a good coat.

     c. It’s not warm.

3.  ท�าไมไบรอนัถงึชอบเสือ้แจค็เกต็ของเขา

     a. It’s got his favorite band’s logo on it.

     b. It’s nice and warm. 

     c. It matches his t-shirt. 

4.  จากสถานการณ์ สภาพอากาศวนันัน้

     เป็นอยา่งไร

     a. It’s cold and snowy. 

     b. It’s windy and cold. 

     c. It’s cloudy and warm. 

5.  ยกูคิดิวา่เสือ้แจค็เกต็ของไบรอนัเป็นอยา่งไร 

     a. It’s perfect.

     b. It’s too big. 

     c. It’s too thin.

6.  ขอ้ใดไมจ่รงิเกีย่วกบัไบรอนั 

     a. He hasn’t got an umbrella.

     b. He hasn’t got any warm clothes. 

     c. He hasn’t got an umbrella. 

3   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.       Pre A1 Unit 9.3

2   Watch the VDO and answer.     Pre A1 Unit 9.1 & 9.2

 Abby 
 Hello everyone. I’m Abby. Right now I’m at the 
beach. It is hot today. So I’m wearing a _____ and a 
hat. This orange dress is my favourite. It has got these 
pretty yellow-flower ______. My ______ has got 
a flower on it too. It’s a sunflower. My mum thinks it is 
too big. But I like it. These are my favourite clothes for 
summer. 



1.  Which is NOT true about Abby and 
     her dress? 
     a. Her dress has got flower prints.           
     b. Her dress is orange. 
     c. Her dress is now too small for her. 

2.  Which is NOT true about Abby and 
     her hat?   
     a. Abby loves to wear the hat in the
         summer. 
     b. The hat is too big for Abby.
     c. The hat has got a sunflower on it. 

3.  Which is NOT true about Tony and 
     his clothes?
     a. He usually wears gloves. 
     b. He usually wears warm clothes.
     c. His jacket has got a big hood.     

4   Watch the VDO and answer.       Pre A1 Unit 9.3

4.  What does Tony also wear on a very 
     cold day?
     a. Socks and gloves
     b. A scarf and jeans 
     c. Jeans and socks 

5.  Tony’s favorite gloves are now 
     _________ for him.
     a. too small
     b. too old 
     c. too thin

 Tony
 Hi everyone. I’m Tony. I live in Edinburgh. 
It’s quite ______ here. So I usually ______ 
something warm, like this jacket.  It’s black and 
it’s got a big ______. I usually wear it with 
jeans. On a very cold day, I wear socks and 
gloves too. These are my favourite ______. 
But they are now too small for me. 



1.   My brother ___________ black trousers.

  

3.   My sister and I ___________ jackets. 

 

5.   Tim and Sam ___________ umbrellas.

7.   Have the boys got blue caps?

    ______, ______ ______.  

5   Complete these sentences using has (not) got and have (not) got.                     
           Pre A1 Unit 9.4

2.   He ___________ blue shorts. 

4.   We ___________ coats.

6.   They ___________ hats.   

8.   Has Tim got a green scarf?

     ______, ______ ______.

9.   ________(the t-shirt) _________ a cartoon character on it?   

10. ________(we) _________ any warm clothes?   



1.   The tree is __________. I can’t climb it. 

2.   She can’t wear her jeans. They are _________. 

3.   Emily is cold. Her clothes are __________.

4.   Sam can’t drink his tea. It is __________.  

5.   They can’t go play outside. The weather is _______. 

6   Complete these sentences using too + adjective.          Pre A1 Unit 9.4



7   Choose the correct answer.
1.  She has got a red ________ around 
     her neck. 
     a. hood 
     b. scarf 
     c. jumper 

2.  You need to wear __________. 
     Today is cold. 
     a. shorts 
     b. a t-shirt 
     c. a coat 

3.  My favourite skirt _________ flower 
     prints on it.
     a. have got
     b. has got
     c. have 

4.  I ______ a new computer. 
     I really like it.
     a. have got
     b. has got
     c. are got 

5.  Kathy __________a new shirt and her      
     sister ________ new skirt.
     a. ’ve got, ’ve got
     b. ’ve got, ’s got
     c. ’s got, ’ve got

6.  They’re cold because they ________     
     any warm clothes. 
     a. ’s got
     b. hasn’t got
     c. haven’t got 

7.  I hate ___________ days. 
     I hate getting wet.  
     a. rainy 
     b. windy 
     c. sunny 

8.  It is very __________.
     I can’t see the sun at all.
     a. sunny 
     b. cloudy      
     c. windy 

9.  A:  Has Tim got a pair of socks? 
     B:  ______________.
     a. Yes, he has. 
     b. Yes, I have.  
     c. No, he isn’t. 

10. A:  ___________ any warm clothes?   
     B:  Yes, _________. 
     a. Has his brother got/ they have 
     b. Has your teachers got/ he has
     c. Have Nick and Emily got/ they have 

11. This bag is___________. 
     I can’t carry it.
     a. too heavy
     b. too thin 
     c. too light 

12. Could you turn on the light, please?               
     It’s __________ in here.
     a. too dark
     b. too black 
     c. too light 



8   Vocabulary.      Pre A1 Unit 9.5

         CLOTHES               JACKET                    COAT

        JUMPER               TROUSER               T-SHIRT

           SKIRT                 SHORTS                  DRESS

          SHOES                    HAT                    SOCKS



            SCARF                 GLOVES                 HOOD

       PRINT              WEAR              THICK           THIN

           WARM                    COLD                   WET

             RAIN                    WINDY               CLOUDY


